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Supplementary Note10

Performance of DRNets for Multi-MNIST-Sudoku: DRNets significantly outperform Capsu-11

leNet and ResNet, even when these supervised systems are coupled with local search to incorporate12

Sudoku rules. This is particular true when going from 4-by-4 to 9-by-9 Multi-MNIST-Sudoku13

instances: DRNets’ digit and Sudoku accuracy for 9-by-9 instances is close to 100%, while ResNet’s14

Sudoku accuracy is around 35%. More comprehensive comparisons are provided in Extended Data15

Fig. 4.16

Ablation studies for Multi-MNIST-Sudoku: We performed ablation studies of DRNets on17

the Multi-MNIST-Sudoku task to demonstrate the importance of the reasoning module and the18

generative decoder. As shown in the Extended Data Fig. 4, if we remove the reasoning modules,19

both the Sudoku accuracy and the digit accuracy would drop significantly, which shows that not20

only does the reasoning module help the Sudoku accuracy, it also improves the digit accuracy by21

eliminating impossible digits based on Sudoku rules. This effect is especially significant when it22

comes to the 9x9 case. In the 9x9 case, we used hand-written letters A-I for the second Sudoku23

in each overlapping Sudokus, which considerably increase the difficulty of recognizing the digit24

and the letter purely based on the reconstruction loss. Therefore, once we removed the reasoning25

module, the Sudoku accuracy dropped from 99.2% to 0% and the digit accuracy also dropped from26

99.9% to 63.8%. On the other hand, if we replace the generative decoder (cGAN) with a (weaker)27

standard learnable decoder, without prior knowledge about single digits, we can no longer connect28

the semantics of our latent space to the output of the decoder. Therefore, the optimization process29

can no longer find the right semantics for the latent space, even though the discovered nonsensical30

digits still follow the Sudoku rules (1.24% digit accuracy, 0% Sudoku accuracy).31

To demonstrate the importance of the data-driven learning by optimizing the model over32

multiple instances using shared parameters, we performed ablation studies of the "down-scalability"33

of DRNets, i.e., when optimized using only a few data instances (Extended Data Fig. 2). We34
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evaluated the performance of DRNets with different dataset scales ranging from only one instance to35

10,000 instances. The study shows the importance of learning the shared parameters across instances.36

Nevertheless, DRNets can reach 99% accuracy with only 100 (unlabeled) 9x9 Multi-MNIST-Sudoku37

instances, a considerable smaller amount of data compared to standard deep learning approaches.38

Since optimizing DRNets on a few instances may result in getting stuck at some local minimals such39

that the constraints are not all satisfied, we applied a restart mechanism1 on Multi-MNIST-Sudoku40

to circumvent this issue. Specifically, since DRNets directly incorporate logical constraints, we can41

check whether those constraints are satisfied or not at the end of a run. If not, for instances with42

violated constraints, we re-run the algorithm again on them. In this ablation study, we applied at43

most 3 "restart" runs for each datasets to get the reported results on Extended Data Fig. 2. Due to44

the restart mechanism, the performance of DRNets on 10,000 instances are slightly better than the45

one without restart (Extended Data Fig. 4). Moreover, for the datasets with small scales (<1000),46

we performed multiple runs with randomly sampled instances to obtain an averaged performance.47

Supplementary Methods48

Multi-MNIST-Sudoku Data description: For Multi-MNIST-Sudoku, we generated n2 × 10, 00049

(n is 4 or 9) input data points for each training set, validation set and test set, where each data point50

corresponds to a 32x32 image of overlapping digits/letters from MNIST2 and EMNIST3 and every51

batch of n2 data points forms a n-by-n overlapping Sudokus. For the 9x9 case, to distinguish the52

two overlapping Sudokus, we used letters A-I from EMNIST for the second Sudoku. For ease of53

presentation, we may still refer to letters as "digits" in the following content. We generated an54

extra cGAN dataset, which is composed of 25,000 original MNIST/EMNIST images for training the55

conditional GAN. Note that these four datasets are generated using disjoint sets of digit images.56

DRNets for Multi-MNIST-Sudoku: For Multi-MNIST-Sudoku, the encoder is made of two57

ResNet-18 models4 adapted from the PyTorch source code. The output layer for the first network58

has 2n (n is 4 or 9) dimensions, which models the two distributions Pi andQi for the two overlapping59

digits. Another network outputs 2n 100-dimensional (200n dimensions in total) latent encoding60

zi,j to encode the shape of the possible 2n digits conditioned on the input mixture, and is used by61

the generative decoder to generate the reconstructed digits. We use a conditional GAN5, as the62

generative model in our generative decoder (for ease of presentation, we abuse a bit the notation63

of G(·) to also denote the generative model), which is adopted from the implementation of6 and64

pre-trained using digits in the cGAN dataset. Note that this is the only supervision we have in this65

task, which is even weaker than the general concept of the weakly-supervised setting7. Given the66

shape (zi,j) and probability embeddings (Pi and Qi), DRNets estimate the two digits in the cell by67

computing the expected digits over Pi and Qi, i.e.,
∑n

j=1 Pi,jG(zi,j) and
∑n

j=1Qi,jG(zi,j+4), and68

remix them to reconstruct the original input mixture (Fig. 1g-i and Fig. 2a). We use entropy-based69

functions to impose the continuous relaxation of the cardinality and All-Different constraints to70

reason about the Sudoku structure, which results in a total of 2n2 + 6n constraints for the nxn71

Sudoku (n2 × 2 cardinality constraints enforcing a single digit per cell; n × 3 × 2 all-different72
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constraints enforcing no repetition of a digit in a row, column, and box (see Extended Data Fig. 1b).73

Continuous Relaxations for Multi-MNIST-Sudoku: In Multi-MNIST-Sudoku, there are two74

types of constraints in the Sudoku rules: (1) cardinality constraints and (2) All-different constraints.75

Cardinality Constraints: One straightforward encoding of the discrete version of cardinality con-76

straints, which are used to encode the possible two digits in the cell indicated by data point xi (one77

from {1...4} and the other from {5...8}), is to use 8 binary variables ei,j ∈ {0, 1}, while requiring78 ∑4
j=1 ei,j = 1 and

∑8
j=5 ei,j = 1. To relax the discrete variables, DRNets model probability79

distributions Pi and Qi over digits 1 to 4 and 5 to 8 respectively: Pi,j,j=1...4 and Qi,j,j=1...4 denote80

the probability of digit j and the probability of digit j + 4, respectively. Then, we can approximate81

the cardinality constraint of ei,j by minimizing the entropy of Pi and Qi, which encourages Pi and82

Qi to collapse to one value. One can see, when the entropy of distributions Pi and Qi reaches 0, all83

the probability mass collapses to only one variable. Therefore, all Pi,j and Qi,j are either 0 or 1,84

which is a valid solution of the original discrete constraints.85

All-different Constraints: Another combinatorial constraint in Multi-MNIST-Sudoku is the All-86

Different constraint, where all the cells in a constrained set S, i.e., each row, column, and any of four87

2x2 boxes involving the corner cells, must be filled with non-repeating digits. For a probabilistic88

relaxation of the All-Different constraint, we analogously define the entropy of the averaged digit89

distribution for all cells in a constrained set S, i.e., H(P̄S) :90

H(P̄S) = −
4∑

j=1

P̄S,j log P̄S,j = −
4∑

j=1

(
1

|S|
∑
i∈S

Pi,j

)
log

(
1

|S|
∑
i∈S

Pi,j

)
(1)

In this equation, a larger value implies that the digits in the cells of S distribute more uniformly. Thus,91

we can analogously approximate All-Different constraints by maximizing H(P̄S) and H(Q̄S) while92

minimizing all H(Pi) and H(Qi), i ∈ S (for the cardinality constraints of cell-i). When the entropy93

of the digit distribution in each cell is 0, we know that the digit distribution of each cell converges94

to one digit. Hence, if H(P̄S) reaches its maximum, i.e., log |S|, we have 1
|S|
∑

i∈S Pi,j = 1
|S| for all95

digit j. Crossed with the fact that Pi,j are either 0 or 1 when the cardinality constraints are satisfied,96

we know that only one Pi,j is equal to 1 for all cell i in the set S and others are 0, which directly97

states the All-Different constraints.98

Baselines for Multi-MNIST-Sudoku: We compared DRNets with the state-of-the-art for demixing99

digits, which are supervised methods: CapsuleNet8 and ResNet4. Though ResNet and CapsuleNet100

have access to labeled data, they do not utilize Sudoku rules. Therefore, to saturate their performance,101

we further imposed Sudoku rules into those baselines via a post-process. Specifically, for 4x4102

cases, we did a local search for the top-2 (top-3 would take too long to search) most likely choice103

of digits for each Sudoku of the two overlapping Sudokus and try to satisfy Sudoku rules with104

minimal modification compared with the original prediction. Since there are only 288 different105

4x4 Sudokus, we also performed an exhaustive search, which explicitly considers all the possible106
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Sudoku configurations and selects the most likely one. However, such a strategy is out of the107

question for 9-by-9 instances, given that there are around 6.67× 1021 possible 9x9 Sudokus. For108

9x9 cases, we conduct a different local search algorithm since enumerating the top-2 digits for an109

9x9 Sudoku is not feasible (281). We conducted a depth-first search for digits in each cell from most110

likely to less likely until it finds a valid Sudoku.111

Because CapsuleNet8 did not provide a source code, we adopted the implementation of112

Laodar9, with minor modifications. For ResNet, we adopted the ResNet-18 architecture4 and113

trained it in a multi-class classification setting, where we provide explicit supervision for the labels114

of two digits (one from {1..4} and the other from {5..8}) in each cell. We did a grid search for115

the hyper-parameters of both baseline models to saturate their performance. Extended Data Fig. 4116

shows the comparison of the performance of different methods for Multi-MNIST-Sudoku showing117

how DRNets outperforms other approaches and how it even has the capbility of self-learning by118

reasoning about the Sudoku rules.119

For the training of DRNets, we used L1 loss as the reconstruction loss between the recon-120

structed mixture and the original input. For the initial weights of constraints, we set 0.01 for the121

cardinality constraints, 1.0 for the All-Different constraints, and 0.001 for the L1 loss. Note that,122

DRNets are really "self-supervised"10 by the Sudoku rules and the self-reconstruction, instead of123

the standard supervision by labeled data. Therefore, we can directly use DRNets to solve the test124

set without using a training set. We optimize DRNets on the test set for 100 epochs with a batch125

size of 100, and it took 50 minutes to finish and achieve the reported performance for the 10,000126

overlapping Sudokus.127

Crystal-Structure Phase-Mapping We illustrate the DRNets for crystal structure phase mapping128

for two chemical systems: (1) a ternary Al-Li-Fe oxide system, described in Le Bras et. al.11,129

which is synthetically generated from a known phase diagram, which also provides the ground-truth130

solution, and (2) an experimental system from a continuous composition spread thin film from the131

ternary Bi-Cu-V oxide system.132

For each system, the input data points are XRD patterns, each containing signals from 1133

to 3 phases, as well as the composition of each system. Each XRD pattern is the (nonnegative)134

XRD scattering intensity as a function of the scattering vector magnitude, Q. A peak in the XRD135

pattern results from Bragg scattering and indicates the presence of a plane of atoms in the crystal136

structure with interplanar spacing of d = 2π/Q. Alloying refers to chemical substitution within a137

crystal structure where a change in composition causes the crystal structure to stretch or contract,138

so an expansion by 1% would cause the d values of the peaks to “shift” multiplicatively by 1%,139

corresponding to 1% decrease in the Q value of each peak. Alloying can occur with negligible140

expansion/contraction of the crystal structure, in which case it cannot be directly detected by141

measured peak positions. Complex alloying may occur where alterations to the aspect ratio of the142

crystal structure causes nonuniform peak shifting, which can be modelled by DRNets but was not in143
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the present work. A phase diagram comprises a graph of the regions of composition space where144

each combination of phases is observed (the phase fields), as well as annotation of any alloying that145

occurs within each region.12 DRNets provide all phase fields within the hull of input XRD pattern146

compositions, as well as peak shifting for each phase that captures most instances of alloying.147

Ternary compositions are plotted in a standard 2-D Euclidean triangle plot and Delaunay148

triangulation provides edges representing neighboring composition points, which is used to establish149

the mathematical expression of the thermodynamic rules. The mathematical descriptions of our150

implementations of these rules are described below. The rules result from considering free energy151

thermodynamics in the context of a composition space with pressure and temperature held constant,152

as they were in the synthesis of the materials. The names and brief description of the rules153

are as follows: “Gibbs” is based on the standards Gibbs’ Phase Rule and limits the number of154

phases that can coexist; “Gibbs-Alloy” is an extension of the same thermodynamic rule where the155

thermodynamic degree of freedom assumed by alloying lowers the max phase count; “Phase-Field-156

Connectivity” is the composition graph implementation of the definition of a phase field in a phase157

diagram, i.e. that each phase field comprises a continuous region of composition space. These158

thermodynamic rules are central to phase diagram determination12;13 and have been implemented in159

different ways in our previous work,14 and incorporated to some extent in Refs15 and16 (e.g. with160

sparsity constraints and clustering that lowers the number of activated phases).161

For the Bi-Cu-V oxide system, the thin film materials were prepared by sputter co-deposition162

from Bi, Cu, and V sources. The positions of the sources form an equilateral triangle with a substrate163

above the center on the triangle collecting atoms at different rates at each position, as described164

previously17. At each substrate location the unique mixture or composition of Bi, Cu and V atoms165

are mixed at the atomic level and crystallize into crystal domains generally between 5 and 100 nm166

upon subsequent annealing (550 °C in air in this case), forming a thin film approximately 200 nm167

in thickness. For a given 1 mm2 area representing a given composition, the mixture of order 1010
168

crystal domains comprising the 1 to 3 different phases are characterized through synchrotron x-ray169

diffraction18 to generate the XRD pattern for that composition.170

There are 307 composition data points for Bi-Cu-V system and each XRD pattern contains171

D = 300 diffraction signals equally spaced from Q=5 to 45 nm−1. There are 231 composition data172

points for the benchmark Al-Li-Fe system and each XRD pattern contains D = 650 diffraction173

signals equally spaced from Q=15 to 80 nm−1. Each XRD pattern is normalized to a maximum174

intensity of 1. The set of prototype stick patterns for each system correspond to known crystal175

structures from the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD) database.176

DRNets for Phase-Mapping: Given the input D-dimensional XRD pattern, we use four 3-layer-177

fully-connected networks as our encoder to encode a two-part latent space, which captures the178

probabilities (denoted as Pi,j) and shapes of the possible phases (denoted as zi,j) and is constrained179

by the reasoning module to satisfy the thermodynamic rules (Fig. 2). To model more realistic180
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conditions, the generative decoder of the DRNets uses Gaussian mixture models19 to approximate181

the measured phase patterns where the relative peak locations and intensities are given by the182

prototype stick pattern, and the latent encoding zi,j parameterizes the other information needed to183

simulate an XRD pattern with a series of Gaussian peaks: the peak width, multiplicative shift of184

peak locations, and possible amplitude variance. The set of phase activations sum to 1 and are the185

relative intensities of the set of generated phase-pure patterns whose sum is the reconstruction of186

the input XRD pattern. To remove negligible activations that are mainly caused by experimental187

noise we applied a simple post-processing that cuts-off all the activations that are lower than 1.0%.188

The output of the first three networks in the encoder are M -dimensional vectors: (Pi,1, ..., Pi,M),189

(αi,1, ..., αi,M), (σi,1, ..., σi,M) (M is the number of possible phases, e.g., 159 for the Al-Li-Fe oxide190

system), which represent the probability Pi,j of each phase-j at data point i, the multiplicative191

shifting ratio αi,j , and the standard deviation σi,j of the Gaussians characterizing the peaks in192

phase-j, respectively. The output of the last network is a M ×K-dimensional vector, representing193

the possible amplitude variance of peaks in each phase. Here, K is the number of maximal peaks194

in a stick pattern (K = 200). For the first 3 networks there are 1024, 1024, and 512 hidden units,195

respectively per layer, and for the last network there are 512, 512, and 32 hidden units, respectively196

per layer. The last layer has fewer hidden units given its high-dimensional output space (M ×K).197

All networks use ReLU20 as their activation function.198

The thermodynamic rules can concern many to all points in the composition graph, creating199

a challenging set of combinatorial constraints to impose. In Multi-MNIST-Sudoku, where each200

overlapping Sudoku naturally forms the maximal connected components in the constraint graph, we201

can easily batch every n2 data points together to reason about the All-Different constraints among202

them. However, in Crystal-Structure-Phase-Mapping, since the maximal connected component203

involves all data points in the composition graph, neither batching all data points into the memory204

nor reasoning about the whole graph is tractable. Therefore, to enforce the connectivity constraint205

we devised a strategy of sampling the large connected component through many local structures206

(still connected components) and solve each of them iteratively. Specifically, for each oxide system,207

we sampled 100,000 paths in the composition graph via Breadth First Search to construct a path208

pool. Then, for every iteration, DRNets randomly sample a path from the pool and batch the data209

points along that path (see Fig. 3b). Finally, we only reason about the thermodynamic rules along210

the path. By iteratively solving sampled local structures (paths) of the "large" maximal component,211

we can cost-efficiently approximate all global constraints.212

Continuous Relaxations for Crystal-Structure Phase Mapping: The thermodynamic rules im-213

posed in DRNets are based on standard properties of isothermal compositional diagrams12;13. The214

only constraint applied to each XRD pattern independently is the maximum of 3 phases. This is215

a consequence of Gibbs’ phase rule where the 2 composition degrees of freedom are the thermo-216

dynamic variables corresponding to a maximum phase count of 3 at any point within the ternary217

composition space. An extension of this rule is that alloying removes at least 1 thermodynamic218

degree of freedom and thus lowers the maximum phase count to 2. Alloying is detected through219

comparison of the multiplicative shifting parameters (in the DRNets latent space), between neigh-220
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boring compositions, where a shifted pattern between 2 neighbors that share the same set of phases221

invokes the Gibbs-Alloy rule where both patterns may contain only 2 phases. The final rule relates to222

the compositional connectivity of each phase fields, i.e. Phase-Field-Connectivity. Thermodynamic223

compositional phase diagrams comprise the convex hull of the Gibbs free energy for all phases224

as a function of composition. The generally parabolic shape of the free energy for each phase225

implies that if a phase or set of phases appears on the convex hull at one composition, every other226

composition where it appears can be accessed by a contiguous composition path. Further the227

amount of the phase, i.e. its activation in the XRD patterns, will vary smoothly in composition228

space. Importantly, the thin film synthesis of the Bi-Cu-V system can result in non-equilibrium229

phase behavior. In our experience, from inspection of thousands of XRD patterns of thin films,230

any deviation from equilibrium typically does not alter the rules as enforced, likely because the231

alterations correspond to a kinetically impeded phase that is removed from “consideration” in the232

free energy diagram, or alteration of the effective free energy for a phase, both of which can change233

which phases are experimentally observed but not the enforced rules. Indeed this is a key reason234

why phase mapping of experimental systems is required, as opposed to relying on computed free235

energy diagrams.236

Implementation of thermodynamic rules for Crystal-Structure Phase Mapping: Gibbs: This237

rule states the maximum number of co-existing phases, which is imposed via the relaxation of238

the k-sparsity constraints. For the discrete version, we can model the existence of M possible239

phases of i-th data point using binary variables ei,j (j = 1...M ), while requiring
∑M

j=1 ei,j ≤ k.240

We derive the relaxation of k-sparsity constraints in a similar way as the cardinality constraints241

except that we now want to force the distribution to concentrate on at most k entities (phases). By242

normalizing the values of discrete variables ei,j (j = 1...M ) to a discrete distribution PM , we can243

minimize the entropy of distribution PM to at most log k, which is the maximal entropy when the244

distribution concentrates on only k values. Though, H(PM) < log k is not a sufficient condition for245

k-sparsity, we can initialize the threshold c of k-sparsity constraints to log k and dynamically adjust246

the value of c based on the satisfaction of the k-sparsity constraints. In practice, it works well with247

the supervision from other modules, such as the self-reconstruction.248

Gibbs-Alloy: DRNets explicitly model the shifting ratio in the generative decoder and penalize249

the difference between adjacent data points along our sampled path. The reasoning module keeps250

track of the difference of shifting ratio between adjacent data points, and when it is larger than251

a threshold (0.001), we confirm the existence of "alloying" and reduce the maximum number of252

possible co-existing phases by one via adjusting the threshold c in the k-Sparsity Constraints.253

Phase-Field-Connectivity: We impose this rule by penalizing the difference between the phase254

activation of adjacent data points Pu and Pv along the sampled path. In our implementation, we255

used L2-norm to penalize the difference.256

Evaluation Criteria for Phase Mapping: Our evaluation criteria (see Fig. 6a) include reconstruc-257
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tion losses, phase fidelity loss and the satisfaction of thermodynamic rules. Note that, before258

evaluating the reconstruction losses, we fit the demixed patterns (for all methods) to the closest259

prototype using a model described previously11 to exclude noise. We quantified the phase fidelity260

loss by measuring the Jensen-Shannon distance (JS distance) between the demixed XRD pattern261

and the closest pattern simulated from a prototype. The motivation for using the JS distance metric262

for fidelity of demixed patterns is that the set of peaks and their locations are the most important263

characteristics of a phase pattern. We normalize the area under each XRD pattern to be 1 and use264

the JS distance metric (with ε of 1e-9 to avoid division by zero) to quantify the difference between265

two patterns, which has a large loss when peaks appear in one pattern but not the other.266

Manual Solution Evaluation for Phase Mapping: The detailed explanation of the main text267

statement “the presence of each phase was manually verified by matching each prototype peak to a268

signal in a corresponding XRD pattern and by confirming that measured XRD peaks in the pattern269

are explained by the DRNets solution” is as follows: for powder XRD patterns, all peaks (with270

intensity above the detectability limit) in the prototype must be in the measured pattern, and all271

peaks in the XRD pattern must be explained by prototypes. Failure of the former indicates that one272

is considering a prototype of the wrong crystal structure, and failure of the latter could be due to273

the wrong prototype or an undetected phase, so this analysis can only be done once all phases are274

identified. This is precisely why complex phase mapping in high dimensional composition spaces275

is intractable for humans because the pure-phase XRD patterns are not known and the existence276

of peaks from multiple phases creates many different possible choice of prototype(s) that explain277

some to all of the measured peaks, especially under consideration of possible peak shifting of the278

prototypes. In many cases, a single XRD pattern can only be definitively solved by reasoning about279

XRD patterns of related compositions, so finding a logically consistent solution is very difficult.280

Phase mapping problems are particularly challenging when the XRD data does not contain281

examples of pure phase patterns, as is often the case in combinatorial materials research. In the Bi-282

Cu-V DRNets solution, only 2 of the 13 phases appear with activations above 80%, demonstrating283

the ability of DRNets to identify prototypes that only appear in combination with other prototypes.284

In phase mapping, we also note the possibility of the presence of a phase in the input XRD285

patterns that is entirely distinct (not just modified) from all prototypes. We don’t discuss handling286

such cases since it is beyond the scope of this work, requiring density function theory analysis,287

although our results on reconstruction loss (DRNets produces much better data reconstruction than288

other methods) demonstrate that the presence of a new phase would be readily identifiable by an289

uncharacteristically high reconstruction loss in a specific composition region.290

Baselines for Crystal-Structure Phase Mapping: We compared DRNets with the state-of-the-art291

phase mapping algorithms, IAFD14 and NMF-k15, which are both non-negative matrix factorization292

(NMF) based unsupervised demixing models. NMF-k improves the pure NMF algorithm21 by293

clustering common phase patterns from thousands of runs. However, NMF-k does not enforce294
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thermodynamic rules and therefore the solutions produced are often not completely physically295

meaningful. IAFD uses external mixed-integer programming modules to enforce thermodynamic296

rules during the demixing. However, due to the gap between the external optimizer and NMF297

module, the solution of IAFD is still far from the ground truth.298

Our evaluation criteria (see Fig. 6a) include reconstruction losses, phase fidelity loss and the299

satisfaction of thermodynamic rules. Note that, before evaluating the reconstruction losses, we300

fit the demixed phases (for all methods) to the closest ideal phases using the physical model11 to301

exclude noise. Meanwhile, we quantified the phase fidelity loss by measuring the Jensen-Shannon302

distance (JS distance) between the demixed phases and the closest ideal phases. The reason of303

using the JS distance to measure the fidelity is that the location of peaks are the most important304

characteristics of a phase pattern. We normalize the area under each XRD pattern to be 1 and use305

the JS distance metric (with ε of 1e-9 to avoid division by zero) to quantify the difference between306

two patterns, which has a large loss when peaks appear in one pattern but not the other.307

We also considered a recently proposed supervised algorithm22 in which a deep neural308

network, trained using simulated data based on known crystal phase patterns, directly predicts the309

phases present in a given XRD pattern. While such an approach can be effective for complementing310

human expertise for a single XRD pattern, it performed poorly on a complex system such as the311

benchmark Al-Li-Fe oxide system (phase identification accuracy around 1%), which highlights312

the limitations of a purely simulated-based supervised approach for handling the combinatorics313

of phase mapping. Moreover, we note that the method can only provide a classification for the314

existence or the quantized fractions of phases instead of actually estimating the weights (regression315

task) of the phase activations, as done by DRNets. So, we evaluated DRNets using the setting316

of their classification tasks on their Li-Sr-Al powder system dataset. We used a similar setting317

of hyper-parameters as for the Bi-Cu-V oxide system. We note that this powder system only318

contains one phase combination (Li2O, SrO, and Al2O3): both their model and DRNets achieved319

100% phase recognition accuracy. For the quantized phase fraction (0-33%, 33%-66%, and 66%-320

100%) classification tasks, unsupervised DRNets have an accuracy of 95.3%, outperforming their321

supervised model with accuracy of 86.0%. Beyond this quantized phase activation classification,322

DRNets can further provide estimates of the weights of the phase activations with an average error323

of 4.7%.324

In the optimization process of DRNets, we used the JS distance with a weight of 20.0 plus325

the L2-distance with a weight of 0.05 as the reconstruction loss. Due to the different noise level in326

the Al-Li-Fe oxide system and the Bi-Cu-V oxide system, we use different weights for the penalty327

functions of different constraints. For Al-Li-Fe oxide system, the weights of k-sparsity constraints328

(Gibbs rule) is 1.0 and the weights of phase field connectivity constraints is 0.01. For Bi-Cu-V329

oxide system, the weights of k-sparsity constraints (Gibbs rule) is 30.0 and the weights of phase330

field connectivity constraints is 3.0. In terms of the optimization process, DRNets took about 30331

minutes to achieve the reported performance for both systems. In contrast, not only do IAFD332

and NMF-k have a much worse performance with respect to the solution quality, they also take333
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considerable longer, several hours, to generate their solutions. In fact, for the Bi-Cu-V oxide system,334

both NMF-k’s solution and IAFD’s solution are not physically meaningful.335

Down-Scaling Analysis for Crystal-Structure Phase Mapping: We also investigated the "down-336

scalability" of DRNets for crystal structure phase mapping tasks, which further confirmed the337

importance of learning DRNets across multiple samples. In this experiment, we used phase338

activation accuracy as the evalution metric, which evaluates the percentage of sample points that339

have the same set of phases as the ground truth. For Al-Li-Fe oxide system, we evaluated the340

performance of DRNets learned over different number of XRD patterns ranging from one XRD341

patterns to the entire set. For the case of using K XRD patterns, we performed b231/Kc runs of342

DRNets on the XRD patterns randomly sampled from the composition space to obtain an averaged343

performance. As shown in Fig. 6, learning over multiple XRD patterns plays an important role for344

DRNets to solve the Al-Li-Fe oxide system and DRNets can almost perfectly recover the phase345

activation of XRD patterns when it is learned over more than 150 XRD patterns. Since we do not346

have the ground truth of the Bi-Cu-V oxide system, we only evaluate the consistency between347

the results of running DRNets on all 307 XRD samples and the results of running DRNets on348

each XRD sample one at a time (named DRNet-single). We made minor edition to the DRNet349

to adapt to the setting of running on a single XRD pattern. For DRNet-single, we ignored the350

Gibbs-alloying rule and the phase-field-connectivity rule since they do not make sense on a single351

sample point. As a result, DRNet-single can only identify the same phases as DRNets for 27%352

of the patterns, highlighting that the nuanced phase behavior of this system can only be resolved353

through combinatorial experimentation matched with learning the shared parameters across multiple354

XRD patterns combined with reasoning about the underlying complex thermodynamic constraints.355

Background Subtraction: As a pre-processing step for the X-Ray patterns, we employ our multi-356

component background learning model.23
357

The code is available at https://github.com/gomes-lab/BackgroundSubtraction.jl.358
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